Freya's Gold - Lager

Clean, crisp and refreshing! Delicate lemon herbal hop flavors compliment the smooth body of our most quaffable beer. Freya is the Norse goddess of war, gold and beauty. Just like its namesake, Freya's lager has a wealth of suitors.

Stats: 4.5% alc./vol., 11 IBU's
Hops: Bravo, Goldings
Grain: Pilsner, Malt, Carafoam

Asgard IPA is a hop explosion in a glass. Brewed with lightly kilned malts for a clean body that supports prodigious hop additions and in-tank dry hopping. Grapefruit, orange and apricot flavors dominate the aroma of this truly northwest IPA. Raise your pint, toast your enemies and prepare yourself for an elfactory assault.

Stats: 6.5% alc./vol., 65 IBU's
Hops: Bravo, Cascade, Falconers Flight
Grain: Pale Malt, Wheat, CeraRed

Galactic Space Gragon - IPA

An unworldly flavorful IPA overflowing with dank tropical fruit flavors typical of southern-hemisphere hops. Made with hops from Australia and New Zealand and infused with hop-blaster technique for maximum juicy fruit aroma and flavor.

Stats: 6.5% alc./vol., 68 IBU’s
Hops: Australian Galaxy, New Zealand Kohatu, US Mosaic, US Centennial
Grain: Ale Malt, Munich Malt, Oats

Odin's Gift - Amber

Inspired by the northern brewing tradition of flavoring beer with juniper boughs, we created Odin’s Gift. A deep, ruby-colored ale brewed with a tough of juniper berries. Rich caramel and roasted malt flavors compliment earthy hop aromas to produce a beer that easily pairs with a variety of food.

Stats: 5.4% alc./vol., 28 IBU’s
Hops: Nugget, Styrian Goldings
Grain: Pale Malt, CeraRed, CeraMunich, Wheat, Debittered Wheat